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On  the  climate  conference  in  Durban  last  year,  the  Conference  of  Parties  (COP17) 
unfortunately did not succeed in negotiating a Post-Kyoto treaty to limit future greenhouse 
gas emissions. In addition,  Canada has left the treaty one year before its official ending. 
Nevertheless, the original goals of the Kyoto protocol will very likely be reached - even 
without the contribution of the USA and Canada. However, taking into account that the 
remaining Kyoto  countries  are  responsible  for  less  than  25% of  global  greenhouse  gas 
emissions this may only be a drop in the ocean.
Besides the huge obstacles for climate treaties on global grounds, there are national and 
international attempts to reduce emissions of, for example, carbon dioxide. Examples are 
the European Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS) and, starting this year,  also the new 
„carbon tax“ in Australia - which is actually not a tax.
So far, necessary emission estimates for facilities are mainly obtained according to emission 
factors. This method is often not well validated and in case of  more extended sources like 
landfills or open-cut mines emitting the greenhouse gas methane possibly very problematic.
An airborne sensor, like the MAMAP instrument, developed at our institute in cooperation 
with  the  German Research  Centre  for  Geosciences,  for  measuring total  columns of  the 
greenhouse  gases  carbon  dioxide and methane  that  is  able  to  independently  assess  and 
validate emissions is not only interesting from a scientific point of view but may also prove 
to be a useful tool to consolidate current emission estimation procedures.
In my talk, I will highlight a few aspects of the European Emission Trading Scheme and its 
connection to, e.g., Kyoto, Durban and the Australian carbon trading system. Afterwards, 
two  preliminary  results  from  recent  and,  in  this  context,  highly  relevant  MAMAP 
measurements over a blowout in the North Sea and coal  mine ventilation shafts will  be 
shown. Experience gained from MAMAP observations, data processing and the instrument 
design have direct relevance for possible future satellite applications on a greater scale.


